Background
==========

Trigeminal neuralgia, the most common craniofacial neuropathic pain disorder, is characterized by spontaneous, episodic, unilateral, electric-like shocks that arise from a consistent location in the face \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Of the three divisions of the trigeminal nerve, the second (V2) is most commonly affected. The pain of tic doloureaux can be excruciating and debilitating. Although a number of theories exist for trigeminal neuralgia, its mechanism remains unclear. Trigeminal neuralgia can arise spontaneously without apparent damage to the trigeminal nerve, but can also arise from compression or irritation of the dorsal root entry zone \[[@B3]\], or from damage such as tooth extraction \[[@B4]\]. Subjects with the condition have evoked pains (e.g., from touch, chewing, etc.) and/or spontaneous pain that emanates from the same location. The electric quality of this type of neuropathic pain differentiates it from the spontaneous burning pain or the evoked pains of allodynia and hyperalgesia, that are characteristic of other neuropathic pains \[[@B5]\].

Though several studies have evaluated electric stimulation in healthy subjects \[[@B6],[@B7]\] and spontaneous and evoked pain activations have been compared in chronic pain patients \[[@B8]-[@B10]\], no study has yet evaluated the brain response in patients with pathological pain that was shooting/electric in nature. The aims of the study were (a) to determine a functional MRI (fMRI) paradigm that would allow us to measure pain associated with tics since a number of issues complicate this type of study including timing of the tic, movement associated with the tic (both facial spasm and head movement); (b) to describe brain activation associated with this type of pain; (c) to differentiate between \'evoked\' pain produced by cues and spontaneous pain in this patient and (d) to determine if there were any differences observed for activation patterns by tic pain with other pain activations in chronic pain patients.

Case presentation and methods
=============================

The investigation was approved by the McLean Hospital IRB Ethics Committee. The study met with the ethical standards as defined by the Helsinki agreement on human experimentation. The subject was compensated for her participation.

Patient history
===============

The patient is a 53-year-old female diagnosed with trigeminal neuralgia in 2002. Prior to the onset of her pain, she had extensive dental work (two root canals and three extractions). No other contributing factors were present in her history. The pain was sharp, electrical in nature, and primarily affected the right V2 region, specifically the upper lip. Her pain was a recurring, temporally discrete experience that lasted for a few seconds (\< 1--2 seconds) at a time and radiated laterally towards her ear. The pain attacks were sometimes accompanied by a mild motor tic. The patient experienced both evoked (e.g., by tapping her teeth, eating, brushing her teeth, movement of the jaw, wind against her face, touch) and spontaneous shooting pain that had no obvious precipitating factor. After discontinuation of her medication for a day, the patient could evoke these shock pains by light tapping of her teeth. Typically, the patient had no background pain between attacks unless she experienced multiple tic attacks over a short period of time. The patient rated her worst tic-related pain as 8--10/10.

Her usual medications included carbamazepine (Tegretol, 300 mg/day) and gabapentin (Neurontin, 900 mg/day); these provided excellent pain relief. If she discontinued the medications for 12 hours she could evoke tics (see below) by tapping her teeth lightly. She had no other significant medical history.

Prior to scanning, the patient underwent a battery of testing including forms to evaluate depression (Beck Depression Scale -- BDI-II) and the Galer/Jensen Neuropathy Pain Scale (NPS) and McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ). The patient scored a 5/63 on the BDI-II, indicating that she was not depressed. The scores for the NPS, each rated on an 11-point scale for pain quality were: intense 8, sharp 8, hot 1, dull 1, cold 1, sensitive 1; itchy 1, pain with standing or walking 5, unpleasant 8, deep pain rating 2, and surface pain rating 8. On the MPQ the patient scored a 20/78 on the PRI (pain rating index) section of the form. She scored a 4/5 on the PPI (present pain intensity) section of the questionnaire. The patient indicated that the following words best described her pain: pulsing, flashing, lancinating, sharp, exhausting, intense, piercing, and horrible.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
============================================

MRI was carried out in a 3.0 T Siemens Trio scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with a quadrature head coil. For anatomical localization, an MPRAGE was used (1 × 1 mm in-plane resolution, 1.3 mm slice thickness). Magnitude and phase images were acquired on the same orientation as the functional scan to correct for susceptibility distortions. Functional scans were acquired using a Gradient Echo (GE) EPI sequence with isotropic resolution of 3.5 mm, 41 slices (no-gaps) were prescribed obliquely along the brainstem axis. A TR/TE = 3.0 s/30 ms was used and 404 volumes were acquired.

In order to determine brain areas activated by the pain, fMRI was used to measure regional hemodynamic changes related to the timing of her shock-like pain. Following a short practice session, she underwent standard anatomical scans followed by a 24-minute functional scan (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). During the functional scan, she would tap her teeth once or twice in response to a light tap to the maleolus of the left foot. After a baseline scan of 2 minutes, the tap cue was administered every 2 minutes, followed by a 2-minute baseline scan at the end of the session. The timing of each tic attack was determined by the patient signaling its onset by turning a dial using the hand contralateral to the side of the tic. Since the duration of the tics were consistent and very short (\< 2 × the image repetition time (TR = 2.5 sec)), offset was not marked. The times for each tic (evoked and spontaneous) are noted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The subjects rated pain intensity for evoked and spontaneous pains on a computerized VAS (0--10) upon completion of the scan.

![fMRI paradigm](1744-8069-3-34-1){#F1}

Activation in the ganglion and trigeminal nucleus could not be assessed as we have previously done \[[@B9],[@B11]\] as these areas were severely affected by signal artifacts from metal dental work.

Data analysis
=============

General Analysis
----------------

Analysis was carried out using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 5.43, part of FSL (FMRIB\'s Software Library \[[@B68]\]). The following pre-statistics processing was applied; high-pass filtering for trend removal and spatial smoothing FWHM = 10 mm to improve signal to noise ratio. There were two binary (0 = on, 1 = off) explanatory variables (EVs). The EV\'s were convoluted with standard hemodynamic responses (fsl). The first EV modeled the evoked pain, and the second EV modeled the spontaneous pain. General linear model (GLM) based time-series statistical analysis was carried out using FILM (FMRIB\'s Improved Linear Model) with local autocorrelation correction \[[@B12]\]. Statistical maps corresponding to the evoked, spontaneous, and evoked vs. spontaneous were created and thresholded using Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM) with automatic model order selection using Bayes Information Criterion. GMM is a multiple comparisons-based analysis generally used for unsupervised classification of data into multiple categories \[[@B13]\], and was used to determine appropriate z-statistical thresholds. No additional criteria using spatial extent were used to determine significance.

Evaluation for Motion
---------------------

To ensure that responses to evoked and spontaneous EVs were not contaminated by motion, we tested for a significant correlation between the EVs and measures of head motion. A general linear model (GLM) analysis was run between the design matrix and the three translations along x, y, and z directions estimated during motion correction. An F-test for overall model fit was used to determine any significant correlation between the design matrix and the motion parameters.

Single Trial Average
--------------------

In order to verify that changes in the BOLD signal correlated with the spontaneous or evoked tic, single trial averages (STA) were evaluated. STA were calculated using in-house programs implemented via MATLAB (Release 7.2, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) in combination with the functional time course and stimuli activation maps. Two regions of interest were defined to encompass the left and right insula in functional resolution space. The insula was chosen as a representative region since it is involved in both sensory \[[@B14]\] and emotional reactions to pain \[[@B15]\]. Furthermore, the insula is not expected to participate in the motor network that may be minimally utilized during the patient\'s marking of tic events. Direct stimulation of the insula in humans can produce intense shock-like pain \[[@B16]\], and this area is one of the most consistently activated brain regions during pain \[[@B17],[@B18]\]. Other regions significantly activated would be expected to also show responses, although the temporal profile of their responses may be different. Activation masks for the evoked and spontaneous tics for both ROIs were created based on GMM-determined thresholding of the z-statistics (z \> 5.93 for increased activation and z \< 2.96 for decreased activation for evoked stimulus; z \> 2.24 for increased activation and z \> 0.85 for decreased activation for spontaneous stimulus; z \> 2.86 for evoked \> spontaneous and z \< 1.98 for spontaneous \> evoked). The mean time course for each ROI was extracted from the high pass-filtered and spatially smoothed functional image. The EV for each stimulus type (evoked and spontaneous) was sampled to define each specific \"trial\". A trial was defined as the period consisting of 3 seconds prior to the beginning of the tic attack (as indicated by the patient\'s use of the dial), and 33 seconds immediately following the onset of the tic attack. A trial average was calculated for each ROI and each stimulus by taking the average time course of the trials. To avoid the possibility of calculating temporally overlapping tic-responses, only tics that were spaced at least 36 seconds apart were considered (evoked n = 3; spontaneous n = 3). This criterion was determined during preliminary analysis, which indicated that responses of isolated tics returned to baseline within this time frame. For the statistical analysis, however, all the evoked and spontaneous tics were included.

Results
=======

Pain intensity score within scans
---------------------------------

Evoked vs. Spontaneous Pain: The patient rated her pain immediately after the scanning sessions. For evoked pain, the first event was rated 5/10 and subsequent evoked episodes were rated a 6--7/10. For spontaneous pain, she rated all episodes as 8/10. The cumulative repetitive shocks did not seem to induce any exacerbation of her pain scores over time, at least as assessed by the stable nature of her pain scores. Note, however, that these pain ratings were recorded immediately after the end of functional scan acquisitions.

Internal controls
-----------------

Test for head movement: Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows motion in the right-left (x), anterior-posterior (y) and superior-inferior (z) domains. For a GLM on the individual translations with the full design matrix, an F-test for overall model fit gives the following p-values: for x: p = 0.1031; y: p = 0.9453; and z: p = 0.8142. Since none of these p-values are significant, we rule out any significant correlation between the design matrix and the motion parameters, thereby eliminating head motion as a potential confound in the generation of the evoked and spontaneous activation maps.

![**Evaluation of motion during fMRI acquisition**. Estimated translations along x (right-left), y (anterior-posterior), and z (superior-inferior) directions during motion correction. The bar on the right shows the voxel size relative to these translations. The evoked (black) and spontaneous (red) EVs used in the GLM-based analysis of functional data are displayed at the bottom of the graph. An F-test investigating the correlation between motion parameters (x, y, and z) and the design matrix used in the analysis indicates no significant correlation.](1744-8069-3-34-2){#F2}

CNS activation by evoked tics
-----------------------------

Activation maps were defined on the basis of the 10 evoked tics are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and examples are shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Significant increased activation (z-value \> 5.93) was found in a number of cortical regions (the frontal, parietal, and temporal cortices, cingulate, and insula cortices), as well as sub-cortical regions (thalamus, basal ganglia and pontine nuclei). The total number of activations above threshold was 33. A number of foci were significantly activated in the superior, middle, and inferior frontal cortex (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Activation in the cingulate was bilateral and included the genual, mid ACC, and postgenual ACC. Focal activation was seen in the mouth representation of S1 (postcentral gyrus \[PoCG\] BA3 and BA2). Activation in the M1 region was observed in 2 foci, one ipsilateral to the pain and one contralateral to the hand used for indicating a tic-event (see above). Significant bilateral activation was seen in the thalamus and in the claustrum. The brainstem was notable for increased activation in pontine nuclei (PN). Decreased activation was observed in the hypothalamus. Of note, no activation was observed in the cerebellum, a region that is active in many pain studies.

![**Activation by evoked tics**. Activation maps based on GLM-based analysis using the evoked EV (n = 10 tics). A number of cortical regions including anterior cingulate (ACC), insula (Ins), middle and inferior frontal (MFG, IFG), medial temporal gyrus (MTG) and inferior parietal lobe (IPL) regions show significant activation (P \< 0.0001). Subcortical regions showing significant activation include the thalamus (Thal) and pontine nuclei (PN). Notably, no significant activation was observed in the cerebellum (see text). Numbers indicated the anterior posterior, sagittal or horizontal plane of the brain slice. R = Right and L = Left.](1744-8069-3-34-3){#F3}

###### 

Evoked tics (increased signal)

                            Brain Region\*   Zmax       Vol. (cc)   MNI x   MNI y   MNI z
  ------------------------- ---------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------
  **Cortical Regions**                                                              
  *Frontal Lobe*                                                                    
                            SFG (10)         8.10 (I)   3.33        24      47      20
                                             7.11 (C)   1.92        -25     43      26
                            SFG (6)          7.28 (I)   2.83        17      -3      60
                            MFG(6)           8.02 (C)   3.65        -26     -12     56
                            IFG (13)         6.77 (I)   1.66        46      26      11
                            IFG (46)         6.86 (C)   2.56        -44     39      14
                            IFG (47)         7.75 (C)   4.51        -45     16      -6
                            IFG (9)          7.56 (I)   2.31        52      9       32
                            TTG (42)         6.33 (I)   0.26        66      -17     12
  *Motor Cortex*                                                                    
                            PreCG (6)        7.62 (C)   3.60        -56     3       13
                                             7.61 (I)   1.92        43      -1      42
  *Sensory Cortex*                                                                  
                            PoCG (3)         6.33 (I)   0.30        39      -24     43
                            PoCG (2)         6.97 (I)   3.42        54      -28     32
  *Temporal Lobe*                                                                   
                            STG (22)         7.24 (I)   2.99        46      14      54
                                             7.75 (I)   3.14        59      9       1
                            MTG (39)         6.26 (C)   0.30        -53     -59     10
  *Parietal Lobe*                                                                   
                            IPL (40)         8.29 (C)   4.84        -61     -24     18
  *Cingulate Cortex*                                                                
                            ACC (24)         7.31 (C)   1.50        -9      20      28
                            ACC (32)         6.96 (C)   0.84        -16     37      24
                                             7.88 (B)   7.64        -1      10      49
  *Insula*                                                                          
                            Ins (13)         7.54 (I)   5.42        35      15      0
                                             7.44 (I)   1.67        47      10      17
                                             7.32 (C)   3.62        -37     9       12
                                             7.12 (I)   1.78        39      2       -4
                                             7.05 (C)   0.53        -29     5       -39
                                             7.34 (C)   0.87        -40     3       23
                                             6.36 (C)   0.62        -40     -13     -6
  **Subcortical Regions**                                                           
  *Thalamus*                                                                        
                            Thalamus         6.95 (I)   2.12        14      -16     6
                                             6.44 (C)   0.67        -11     -26     -2
                            Pulvinar         6.72 (C)   1.38        -12     -24     7
  *Basal Ganglia*                                                                   
                            Claustrum        7.17 (C)   2.56        28      24      32
                                             6.78 (I)   0.95        38      -19     4

ACC -- anterior cingulate cortex; IFG -- inferior frontal gyrus; Ins -- insula; ITG -- inferior temporal gyrus; MFG -- middle frontal gyrus; MTG -- medial temporal gyrus; PN -- pontine nuclei; PoCG -- postcentral gyrus; PreCG -- precentral gyrus; SFG -- superior frontal gyrus; STG -- superior temporal gyrus; TTG -- transverse temporal gyrus.

\*Brain Region -- name and where appropriate Brodmann Area ( ). MNI -- Montreal Neurological Institute

###### 

Evoked tics (decreased signal)

                                 Brain Region\*   Zmax       Vol. (cc)   MNI x   MNI y   MNI z
  ------------------------------ ---------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------
  **Cortical Regions**                                                                   
  *Cingulate Cortex*                                                                     
                                 ACC              6.23 (C)   8.82        -9      32      0
  **Subcortical Regions**                                                                
  *Hypothalamus*                                                                         
                                 Hyp              3.90 (B)   2.86        -3      -2      -13
  **Brainstem and Cerebellum**                                                           
  *Medulla*                                                                              
                                 Medulla          3.90 (C)   1.04        -5      -48     -55

ACC -- anterior cingulate cortex; Hyp -- hypothalamus

\*Brain Region -- name and where appropriate Brodmann Area ( ). MNI -- Montreal Neurological Institute

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows that significantly decreased activation resulting from evoked tics (z value \> 2.96) occurred in only a few regions (anterior cingulate cortex, hypothalamus, and the medulla).

CNS activation by spontaneous tics
----------------------------------

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows foci of increased activation that reached significance based on statistical level (z value ≥ 2.24). A total of 40 regions showed increase in activations that met the statistical threshold. Examples of activations are shown in the activation maps in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, top panel. Overall there was a similar distribution of activation to that observed for evoked tics; however there were more activations observed in the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes compared with the evoked tics. The only thalamic region activated was the pulvinar nucleus (posterior thalamus). Two regions that were activated, that were not observed in the evoked group, included the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the cerebellum, with the latter showing bilateral activation.

![**Activation (increased top panel and decreased lower panel) in brain regions by spontaneous tics**. Activation maps based on GLM-based analysis using the spontaneous EV (n = 13 tics). Increases were observed in a number of areas (See Table 3) and examples of these are shown here. Activation was present in the lateral frontal gyrus (LFG), the anterior cingulate (ACC), Insula (Ins), posterior thalamus (Thal), pontine nuclei (PN), ventral tegmental area (VTA), cerebellum (Cb) and inferior parietal lobe (IPL). Spontaneous tics significantly decreased baseline levels of brain activity in several areas. These include the anterior hypothalamus (Hyp), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and middle parietal lobe (MPL). R = Right and L = Left.](1744-8069-3-34-4){#F4}

###### 

Spontaneous tics (increased signal)

                                 Brain Region\*   Zmax       Vol. (cc)   MNI x   MNI y   MNI z
  ------------------------------ ---------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------
  **Cortical Regions**                                                                   
  *Frontal Lobe*                                                                         
                                 MFG (6)          3.25 (I)   1.31        19      8       56
                                                  2.91 (C)   0.43        -38     2       47
                                                  3.57 (B)   7.81        2       2       52
                                                  3.39 (C)   2.48        17      -9      62
                                                  2.96 (C)   0.46        -34     -9      52
                                 MFG (9)          3.84 (C)   4.15        -22     43      24
                                                  2.81 (I)   0.54        52      5       41
                                 MFG (10)         3.20 (C)   1.59        -47     55      1
                                                  2.60 (I)   0.43        42      51      -4
                                                  4.36 (C)   7.79        -42     49      15
                                                  3.35 (I)   2.67        38      -23     52
                                 MFG (46)         3.18 (C)   1.69        -38     30      25
                                 IFG (47)         2.65 (I)   0.44        49      41      -9
                                                  3.53 (C)   3.83        -57     35      -14
                                                  3.49 (I)   4.22        32      22      -5
                                 IFG (9)          2.96 (C)   0.81        -52     5       38
                                                  2.41 (C)   0.29        -51     -17     -27
                                 IFG (44)         4.54 (C)   11.38       -63     9       12
                                                  3.14 (I)   0.85        47      9       13
                                                  3.24 (I)   3.96        56      8       9
  *Motor Cortex*                                                                         
                                 PreCG (6)        2.60 (I)   0.46        26      -21     65
  *Temporal Lobe*                                                                        
                                 STG (38)         2.76 (C)   1.04        -53     17      -23
                                 STG (22)         4.36 (C)   5.05        -53     11      -5
                                 MTG (21)         2.80 (C)   1.19        -37     -3      -31
                                 ITG (37)         2.83 (C)   0.97        -60     -61     -11
  *Parietal Lobe*                                                                        
                                 IPL (40)         4.71 (C)   7.04        -61     -25     21
                                                  3.23 (I)   3.58        45      -35     48
                                                  3.62 (C)   1.52        -63     -43     32
                                                  3.45 (C)   4.39        -52     -46     38
  *Insula*                                                                               
                                 Ins (13)         4.21 (C)   6.03        -37     24      1
                                                  2.57 (C)   0.77        -38     -9      -3
                                                  2.82 (I)   0.53        37      -14     4
  *Cingulate Cortex*                                                                     
                                 ACC (32)         3.43 (B)   6.15        1       27      38
                                                  2.96 (I)   0.80        16      20      51
  **Subcortical Regions**                                                                
  *Thalamus*                                                                             
                                 Pulvinar         2.72 (C)   0.38        -17     -32     12
  **Brainstem and Cerebellum**                                                           
  *Ventral Tegmental Area*                                                               
                                 VTA              2.88 (C)   0.73        -5      -20     -11
  *Cerebellum*                                                                           
                                 Cb               3.23 (C)   2.45        -19     -60     -30
                                                  2.45 (I)   0.48        33      -59     -39
                                                  3.57 (C)   2.78        -26     -74     -56

ACC -- anterior cingulate cortex; IFG -- inferior frontal gyrus; Ins -- insula; IPL -- inferior parietal lobe; ITG -- inferior temporal gyrus; MFG -- medial frontal gyrus; MTG -- medial temporal gyrus; PN -- pontine nuclei; PreCG -- precentral gyrus; STG -- superior temporal gyrus; VTA -- ventral tegmental area; Cb -- cerebellum.

\*Brain Region -- name and where appropriate Brodmann Area ( ). MNI -- Montreal Neurological Institute

Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows foci of decreased activations following spontaneous tics. A total of 8 foci reached statistical levels of activation (z ≥ 0.85). Examples of activations are shown in the activation maps in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} The regions, many considered to be involved in aversive responses to pain \[[@B19]\] activated included the posterior cingulate cortex, hypothalamus, amygdala, and hippocampus.

###### 

Spontaneous tics (decreased)

                            Brain Region\*   Zmax       Vol. (cc)   MNI x   MNI y   MNI z
  ------------------------- ---------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------
  **Cortical Regions**                                                              
  *Motor Cortex*                                                                    
                            PreCG (4)        1.41 (C)   1.02        -57     -10     39
  *Temporal Lobe*                                                                   
                            STG (22)         1.10 (I)   0.46        44      -53     22
                            MTG (39)         1.26 (C)   0.33        -33     -56     22
  *Cingulate Cortex*                                                                
                            PCC (31)         1.51 (C)   1.19        -13     -64     26
                            PCC (23)         2.81 (B)   6.88        6       -55     31
  **Subcortical Regions**                                                           
  *Hypothalamus*                                                                    
                            Hyp              1.57 (C)   4.05        -4      5       13
  *Amygdala*                                                                        
                            Amy              1.20 (I)   0.50        18      -7      -24
  *Hippocampus*                                                                     
                            Hip              1.33 (C)   0.55        -28     -19     -15

Amy -- amygdala; Hip -- hippocampus; Hyp -- hypothalamus; MTG -- medial temporal gyrus; PCC -- posterior cingulate cortex; PreCG -- precentral gyrus; STG -- superior temporal gyrus.

\*Brain Region -- name and where appropriate Brodmann Area ( ). MNI -- Montreal Neurological Institute

Evoked vs. spontaneous Tics
---------------------------

Differences in activation between evoked and spontaneous tics might result from differences in expectancy or anticipation or the severity of the attack. We therefore performed contrast analyses for differences between these two conditions for evoked \> spontaneous (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and for spontaneous \> evoked (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}).

![**Contrast map of evoked \> spontaneous tics**. Contrast maps for Evoked \> Spontaneous pain. See Table 3. Key: ACC -- anterior cingulate cortex; Ins -- Insula; Amy -- amygdala; Thal -- thalamus; PN -- pontine nuclei. R -- right; L -- left; P -- posterior; A -- anterior.](1744-8069-3-34-5){#F5}

###### 

Evoked tics \> spontaneous tics

                                 Brain Region\*   Zmax       Vol. (cc)   MNI x   MNI y   MNI z
  ------------------------------ ---------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------
  **Cortical Regions**                                                                   
  *Frontal Lobe*                                                                         
                                 SFG (10)         3.17 (I)   0.51        12      60      20
                                 MFG (10)         3.90 (I)   5.79        1       57      8
                                                  3.37 (C)   1.04        -13     53      16
                                 MFG (9)          4.85 (I)   6.93        24      45      19
                                                  4.10 (I)   4.77        36      27      29
                                 MFG (6)          3.44 (I)   1.94        28      0       55
                                                  4.86 (C)   4.93        -26     -12     54
                                 IFG (9)          4.41 (I)   6.83        49      10      29
                                 IFG (47)         3.58 (I)   2.40        36      22      -19
                                                  3.32 (C)   1.61        -42     18      -9
                                 IFG (13)         4.07 (I)   3.36        46      26      11
  *Temporal Lobe*                                                                        
                                 STG (22)         3.71 (I)   1.74        59      11      1
                                                  3.28 (C)   1.35        -51     -18     -10
                                                  3.26 (I)   1.39        66      -23     7
                                                  3.49 (C)   1.24        -63     -37     20
                                                  3.49 (C)   1.45        -66     -38     13
                                                  3.70 (C)   3.27        -53     -53     17
                                 STG (38)         3.87 (C)   0.98        -26     6       -39
                                 STG (39)         3.42 (I)   0.87        47      -52     12
                                 MTG (21)         3.53 (I)   1.97        58      -17     -15
                                                  3.43 (I)   2.31        70      -32     -6
                                 MTG (20)         3.57 (I)   1.81        53      -33     -12
                                 MTG (37)         3.56 (I)   1.19        51      -48     -6
  *Parietal Lobe*                                                                        
                                 IPL (40)         4.00 (I)   2.76        60      -32     17
                                                  3.30 (C)   0.62        -55     -37     32
                                 Precun (7)       3.46 (C)   0.85        -21     -51     54
  *Motor Cortex*                                                                         
                                 PreCG (6)        4.32 (I)   5.49        43      -3      41
                                                  3.81 (C)   3.16        -42     -17     38
                                 PreCG (4)        3.94 (I)   2.12        39      -23     38
                                 PreCG (43)       3.27 (I)   0.84        62      -5      14
                                 SMA (6)          3.08 (C)   0.37        -16     9       60
  *Sensory Cortex*                                                                       
                                 PoCG (2)         4.55 (I)   8.64        51      -25     28
                                 PoCG (3)         3.41 (C)   0.31        -25     -36     60
  *Cingulate Cortex*                                                                     
                                 ACC (24)         3.80 (C)   1.72        -9      18      29
                                                  4.29 (C)   6.46        -6      7       43
                                                  3.66 (I)   3.81        13      -20     45
                                 ACC (32)         3.72 (C)   2.72        -16     37      24
                                                  3.33 (C)   0.80        11      14      42
  *Insula*                                                                               
                                 Ins (13)         4.57 (C)   5.99        -37     7       24
                                                  4.24 (C)   7.37        -39     -7      11
  **Subcortical Regions**                                                                
  *Basal Ganglia*                                                                        
                                 Claustrum        3.81 (I)   2.77        33      13      3
                                                  3.79 (I)   4.01        39      -2      -3
                                                  3.97 (I)   1.78        38      -19     -6
                                                  3.53 (C)   1.63        -40     -23     -2
  *Thalamus*                                                                             
                                 Thalamus (vl)    3.65 (I)   2.97        11      -15     5
                                                  3.76 (C)   5.03        -20     -25     -1
                                                  3.40 (C)   0.35        -9      -25     15
                                                  4.08 (I)   5.13        12      -27     -5
  **Brainstem and Cerebellum**                                                           
  *Pons*                                                                                 
                                 PN               3.89 (I)   1.98        11      -29     -37
                                                  3.61 (C)   1.39        -4      -28     -24

ACC -- anterior cingulate cortex; IFG -- inferior frontal gyrus; Ins -- insula; IPL -- inferior parietal lobe; MFG -- medial frontal gyrus; MTG -- medial temporal gyrus; PN -- pontine nuclei; PoCG -- postcentral gyrus; PreCG -- precentral gyrus; SFG -- superior frontal gyrus; STG -- superior temporal gyrus; vl -- Ventrolateral thalamus.

\*Brain Region -- name and where appropriate Brodmann Area ( ). MNI -- Montreal Neurological Institute

###### 

Spontaneous tics \> evoked

                                 Brain Region\*   Zmax       Vol. (cc)   MNI x   MNI y   MNI z
  ------------------------------ ---------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------
  **Brainstem and Cerebellum**                                                           
  *Medulla*                                                                              
                                 Medulla          3.24 (C)   2.20        -2      -43     -54

For the contrast analysis of evoked \> spontaneous, 50 regions achieved significance (z value \> 2.86). The distribution was similar to that shown for activations by evoked alone, suggesting that the overall effect for evoked was greater than spontaneous tics. Though the evoked were generally greater than spontaneous tic-related activations, the pain reports for the latter were greater than for the evoked tics. A relatively large level of activation was also observed in the pontine reticular formation (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to this, the number of regions that reached significance for decreased activation for the spontaneous tics was larger (n = 8) compared with the evoked tics (n = 3). For spontaneous \> evoked, the contrast analysis showed that only 1 region, the brainstem, reached significance (z value ≥ 1.98). A similar parity for this contrast was observed for activation in various regions when comparing Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, with 33 foci showing increased activation by the evoked tics and 40 by the spontaneous tics (see comparison below). Only sub-threshold differences were observed in the cerebellum.

### Single trial average (STA)

Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows STA responses (mean ± SEM) for the evoked and spontaneous tics for the insula. Note that the onset of the BOLD response occurs earlier for the evoked tic vs. the spontaneous tic, and that the percent signal change is greater. Evoked and spontaneous single trial averages for the left and right insula show similar response patterns (data not shown). The evoked response STA shows a gradual increase until it reaches maximum value while the spontaneous STA lags in time before rapidly reaching its maximum value. Furthermore, it is possible to observe the two peak response to the pain that previously has been observed following acute pain in healthy volunteers \[[@B19]\]. If the responses in the insula were contaminated by the motor task used to mark tics, the response onset time for spontaneous and evoked tics would presumably be similar. As the onset of the evoked tic began \~3 seconds after the patient indicated pain, and the spontaneous tic response began \~12 seconds after, this was not the case. We interpret this as indicating that the influence of motor activity (hand motion) on the response in the insula was minimal.

![**Single trial average**. Single trial average BOLD responses of left and right insula during evoked and spontaneous stimuli (see text for details). Percent signal change was calculated based on the following: (y - $\overline{\text{y}}$ \* 100)/$\overline{\text{y}}$, where y represents the mean time series and $\overline{\text{y}}$ is the mean of the mean time series. Error bars represent standard error of the mean across trials. Note the early onset of the BOLD response following the evoked tic (see text).](1744-8069-3-34-6){#F6}

Discussion
==========

Tic doloureaux is a severe and relatively common facial pain disorder that has an unusual presentation for a neuropathic pain condition \[[@B20],[@B21]\]. The patient did not have any tics in the prior weeks because of successful pharmacological therapy (see above), but had induced some after coming off the drug prior to the scanning session. Here, slight tapping of the teeth \"evoked pain\" as a result of triggering the tic. The pain of a tic-produced activation in a number of regions associated with cognitive, sensory, and emotional functions.

CNS activation common to evoked and spontaneous tics
----------------------------------------------------

A large portion (anterior, middle, and posterior regions) of the anterior cingulate cortex was active during both evoked and spontaneous tics. This is consistent with pain studies demonstrating activation in this region \[[@B18]\], though differing in the extent of the activation. The differences may relate to a number of issues including anticipation of pain, severity of the pain, the patient\'s familiarity with the pain, and the patient indicating pain during the scan with the dial.

Furthermore, differences in cingulate activation were observed between evoked and spontaneous tics in the posterior cingulate, where a significant decrease in activation was observed only for spontaneous tics. Posterior cingulate activation has been previously linked to pain by intracutaneous electrical stimulation \[[@B22]\], by allodynia in complex regional pain syndrome \[[@B10]\], by pain related fear and anxiety \[[@B23]\], and following central sensitization in healthy volunteers \[[@B24]\]. Previous reports have shown posterior cingulate involvement in monitoring and evaluation of affective responses \[[@B25]\]. It is also considered to be involved in a neural network of conscious awareness \[[@B26]\]. In this subject, the onset of the spontaneous tics was not predetermined, and the activation observed here may reflect information processing during aversive sensation. Furthermore, pain may decrease baseline levels of processing in the posterior cingulate \[[@B26]\].

For both evoked and spontaneous tics, activation in S1 (PoCG, Brodmann Area 2 or 3) was observed contralateral to the pain in the area corresponding to the somatotopic representation of the origin of the painful tics (i.e., face -- actual pain was just lateral to the upper right lip). It was observed for both evoked and spontaneous tics (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). In spontaneous tics, decreased signal was observed in the same region as evoked. This decrease may reflect a refractory spontaneous response, as it was often preceded by an evoked tic.

CNS activation by evoked tics
-----------------------------

Prefrontal activation was observed in the superior, middle and inferior regions, and was greater contralateral to the pain. Prefrontal regions have been associated with both cognitive and modulatory components of pain \[[@B27]\]. The widespread activation observed in the frontal regions may also relate to the anticipation of oncoming pain \[[@B28]\], as well as evidence that frontal lobe circuits are more profoundly involved in chronic pain than acute pain \[[@B17]\]. The latter may relate to an evolving plasticity in frontal lobe function related to neural loss \[[@B29]\]. The observation of activation foci within the superior (dorsal), middle (lateral), and inferior frontal lobe could indicate processing in cognitive, executive, attentional and working memory including learned association \[[@B30]\] in response to painful events (tics).

Activation was also observed in both the posterior parietal cortex and temporal lobes (specific Brodmann Areas delineated in the Tables). Right-lateralized coincident activation of posterior parietal and prefrontal cortices may be involved in attentional and memory networks activated by noxious stimulation \[[@B31]\]. In this case, bilateral activation was observed with similar right sided-dominance. Temporal lobe activation is not frequently reported in pain imaging studies \[[@B18]\], and its role in pain processing is not known.

Perhaps somewhat surprising was the observation of almost equal activation in the right and left thalamus given the precise localization of the tic. We have observed this in imaging studies of migraine patients (Borsook et al., unpublished observations) and of patients with trigeminal neuropathy \[[@B9]\]. Others have observed this in non-clinical imaging studies \[[@B32]\]. Another surprising result was the lack of significant activation in the cerebellum for evoked tics, since most pain studies report cerebellar activation \[[@B33]\] as summarized in a recent meta-analysis for thermal stimuli \[[@B34]\]. We recently reported differences in activation in the cerebellum following trigeminal pain in patients with other trigeminal neuropathies \[[@B35]\].

Activation was observed in the pontine reticular formation, and has also been reported previously in healthy subjects with experimental pain \[[@B36]\] and in patients with neuropathic pain \[[@B9]\]. The area is involved in a \"startle reflex\", activating more rostral brain regions and spinal regions in response to threatening stimuli, and may act as an arousal system. Indeed, mesopontine reticular neurons send afferents to multiple thalamic relay nuclei that project to various cortical regions, including those observed in our study.

Spontaneous tics
----------------

Spontaneous tics produced activation patterns that differed with evoked tics in a number of respects. First, a contrast analysis showed that evoked tics produced more activation that spontaneous tics in cortical, sub-cortical, and brainstem (pontine reticular activating system) regions (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} vs. Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Second, there were differences in activation of the cerebellum, and decreased activation in the posterior cingulate (see above), amygdala, and hippocampus (see Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). With both spontaneous and evoked stimuli, the hypothalamus also displayed decreased activation. The exact nature of what decreased activation is not clear, but a number of authors have suggested that it represents inhibitory processing \[[@B37]-[@B41]\].

Many of the regions showing decreased activation have been considered as part of an integrated reward/aversion circuitry \[[@B19]\]. Decreased activity induced by pain has been reported in the amygdala and hypothalamus \[[@B19]\], as well as the posterior cingulate (see above). The severity of the pain (reported as 8/10) may be related to enhanced negative activation in this aversion circuitry. The amygdala may receive direct neural responses related to pain via the spino(trigemino)-parabrachial-amygdala tract \[[@B42]\]. Also, amygdalar activation may correlate with the processing of emotional reactions (e.g., anxiety and fear) to external stimuli and with the integration of defense responses \[[@B43]\]. The hypothalamus receives direct nociceptive inputs via the trigeminohypothalamic tract \[[@B44]\], and may relate to central integration of an autonomic response to pain \[[@B19]\].

Another region activated with spontaneous pain but not evoked pain was the hippocampus, which also showed decreased activation (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This region has been involved in a number of neural processes including pain-related anxiety \[[@B45]\], and comparison of actual and expected stimuli \[[@B46]\]. Decreased activation in the hippocampus may reflect engagement of endogenous modulatory processes (see below), or fear conditioning \[[@B47]\].

Differences were observed for evoked and spontaneous pain for insular single trial averages: these included differences in the onset and slope of the activation, with a smaller slope for the evoked pain and a longer onset for the BOLD response for the spontaneous pain. These differences may relate to expectation (see below) or differences in the way the subject timed her response (turning the dial) to indicate the onset of the tic.

Expectation -- evoked vs. spontaneous pain
------------------------------------------

Contrast analysis showed that evoked tics resulted in greater overall activation than for spontaneous tics. The magnitude of pain-related activations was largely greater for evoked pain than spontaneous pain. However, consistent with recent reports, subjects reported lower levels of pain intensity when the shocks were predictable \[[@B7]\]. Knowledge of certain and predictable pain may enhance activation patterns related to both expectation and nociceptive processing \[[@B48]\].

We interpret the results of the contrast analysis (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) as brain activation related to the expectation of certain pain. As shown in the single trial average from the insula (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the onset of the increase in the BOLD response is earlier for evoked tics than spontaneous tics, suggestive of the influence of neural systems orchestrating expectancy. Previous work in healthy subjects has reported that expectation of pain and actual encoding of noxious stimuli have overlapping representations \[[@B49]\]. Although expectation is typically measured preceding stimulus application, preparatory processes triggered by the threat of impending pain may alter subsequent nociceptive or other processing \[[@B50]-[@B52]\]. Here the experimental set-up was very clear in terms of expectant pain every 2 minutes. However, neither the patient nor the experimenters controlled the occurrence of spontaneous pain. The difference between evoked and spontaneous pain may be a result of expectancy-induced activations.

Regions predominantly activated with evoked pain, including the prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate, hippocampus, and amygdala, are involved in the mental representation of an event \[[@B49],[@B50],[@B53]-[@B55]\]. Pathways activated during expected pain included the anterior cingulate cortex (see below), insula, and parietal cortex, and superior temporal cortex \[[@B56]\]; all these regions are thought to modulate expectation. Separate activations in the perigenual ACC and posterior ACC were observed for the contrast analysis of expected vs. unexpected (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A previous study suggests that the cingulate is functionally segregated with respect to externally generated (posterior cingulate cortex) vs. self-administered pain (perigenual ACC) \[[@B53]\]. Perigenual ACC activation with evoked pain in our study may correspond with its activation by self-administered pain in the Mohr study. In addition, signal in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) decreased with spontaneous pain (see above). Ploghaus and colleagues \[[@B54]\] reported that expectation of pain activated the medial frontal lobe and insula in regions that were close to but distinct from areas activated by pain. In this report, there was little temporal separation between expecting pain and the pain experience (i.e., the pain occurred immediately following the cue).

In addition, anticipation of pain likely also activates neural systems involved in the modulation of pain \[[@B57]\]. In the case of the tic patient, anxiety associated with triggering evoked pain may activate such systems, providing a possible route for decreased pain for evoked vs. spontaneous shocks.

Tic vs. neuropathic pain
------------------------

Activation in trigeminal neuropathy by brush, cold or heat stimuli do not produce such high levels of activation \[[@B9]\]. Neuropathic pain may consist of spontaneous and evoked pain. Tic doloureaux is an unusual neuropathic pain disorder in that it is usually manifest with only shooting pain, though it may also be accompanied by underlying burning pain in the area. Allodynia or hyperalgesia are normally not associated with this. Other neuropathic pains such as sciatica may also be associated with intermittent shooting pain. The shooting pain seems to be associated with similar patterns of activation as in allodynia, although the shock-like symptoms produce remarkably high activation levels.

Caveats
-------

There was less overall activation from spontaneous tics than evoked pain both in number of foci that were activated and the total volume of activation. We do not think that these differences were the result of head movement or tapping, as shown by Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, proper timing of the onset and offset of each episode of pain was recorded for spontaneous pain. Thus the greater activation of evoked pain, we believe, was not simply a result of better modeling of the evoked pain.

Regions that have been correlated to motor function, such as posterior anterior cingulate cortex \[[@B58]\], SMA, S1, and M1 \[[@B59]\], may have been activated in this study in relation to the mild motor tic, and the motor planning/execution involved in the patient\'s marking of tic events. The bilateral motor responses may be secondary to bilateral muscle contractions that may be observed following stimulation of the nerve and that may take place in response to or in preparation for the painful tic \[[@B60],[@B61]\]. This response may be generalized, but more likely to be elicited by the tic via the trigemino-facial reflex. Direct stimulation of the trigeminal nerve in patients undergoing retrogasserian thermocoagulation produces activation in the ipsilateral temporalis, masseter, and anterior belly of the digastric muscle \[[@B62]\] as a result of the trigeminofacial reflex. However, evaluation of motion correction parameters indicates that the position of the head was minimally affected by these motor tasks/reflexes. The patient\'s act of marking the occurrence of tic events perhaps also contributed to activation of M1, SMA, and posterior ACC with both evoked and spontaneous EVs.

This is an n = 1 study. The nature of the condition precludes an elegant cohort study in terms of design. Furthermore, it is very unusual to be able to control head movement in these patients in the scanner during the tics. In addition, the event related fMRI with single trial averaging may enhance the contrast to noise relative to signal \[[@B63]\]. In our study, 10 (evoked) and 13 (spontaneous) events were used for evaluating the brain response. Compared with previous studies of stimulus-induced pain \[[@B19]\], a larger number of time-points (tp) were used for the evaluation of the brain response (n \~ 404 tp used here vs. around n \~ 100 tp in previous pain studies). By using a large number of time points/number of stimuli, we decrease the variance for the observed signal. Further details of the design matrix are provided in the addendum on the web \[Additional file [](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\].

A potential concern for the interpretation of the data is that the evoked tic condition consisted of an array of stimuli that could potentially have different effects on the BOLD signal; namely the touch cue, the subject tapping her teeth, the subject marking pain onset, and the possibility of facial motor reflexes. However, the touch cue itself (an isolated light tap) is unlikely to produce a robust BOLD response, and the mild tapping of the teeth likely produces a marginal response that is not more than the \"normal swallowing\" that occurs during regular imaging of subjects \[[@B64]\]. The spontaneous tic condition permitted the consideration of tic-evoked activity without a cue or teeth tapping, and perhaps represents a cleaner physiological measure of tic-evoked pain. Potentially, motor systems could have been recruited during the subject\'s use of the dial to mark pain onset, and during possible tic-induced facial reflexes.

Conclusion
==========

We believe that this is the first report of brain activation in tic doloureaux. Although the syndrome may have elements seen in other neuropathic pain conditions (e.g., small areas of altered sensory function \[[@B65],[@B66]\], the overwhelming feature of tic doloureaux is the severe lancinating pain that may be triggered with perturbation or may occur spontaneously. The pain is usually consistent in its nature and may vary in intensity. A number of features seem to differentiate the brain activation in tic doloureaux from evoked pain in neuropathic facial pain patients \[[@B9]\]. Predominant among these is the level of activation observed in the frontal regions, including the anterior cingulate cortex and the basal ganglia. Spontaneous tics observed in this study seem to activate classic aversion circuitry \[[@B19]\], and this may contribute to the high level of anxiety related to the disorder \[[@B23],[@B67]\].
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###### Additional File 1

Design matrix. Demonstration that variance of the observed signal was minimized by using a large number of time points/number of stimuli.
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